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ildicobolds for lieseling  medium skills 

by Hilde Klatt 
 

 
 

The eight pixies build up an octagon with an edge of ca 14 cm, or ca 36 cm from point to 

point. 

This circle could be a nice picture, maybe just stitched on a larger background. You could 

design the pixies sweetly and sew a crib quilt. 

 

Later there will be a tutarial for the mushroom houses that group around the pixies. 

 

 

To sew the pixies you need 

• experience in lieseling, this means sewing over paper pieces by hand. Knowledge 

 of the technique is assumed  

• a printer and paper of ca. 160g/m², at least 3 leafes Din A 4, maybe colored  

• your sewing basket  

• a collection of patchwork fabric 

 

Okay, let's start!  

  

Step 1: The paper pieces. Make sure your printer can use the thicker paper and adjust the 

settings for the pdf, that it will not be scaled after printing. To make sure it is the original 

size, there is a scale on the print that has to be the indicated size. Of course you could play 

with scaling to enlarge the pixies but that is up to yourself!  

 

Print ildicobold-center.pdf  1 x on the thicker paper. Maybe you choose a colored one, 

e.g. light pink, so you will know that snips of this color belong to your pattern. 

Print ildicobold-block.pdf  2 x on the thicker paper. You will get eight pixie-templates. 

 

Cut carefully along the lines. Maybe you start with cutting the outer border of the block 

and snip the little pieces later just before sewing; or the good folk will have fun with 

confetti faster then you can say jelly bag cap. 

The cobold block template is on the last page of this textfile to ease the assambly. Print it 

to achieve a template for the cobold puzzle.
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Step 2: Color! Or: Where to start. If you know how your pixies will look and you see them 

already dancing before your inner eye, you may skip step 2. If not:  

 

What is absolutly clear by now? Bright red pointed caps? You already chose the perfect 

fabric? How do the shirts look? Striped? Flowery? All one color but different patterns? If 

thinking of making all of the same fabric, consider that the connected hands will then 

build up a circle of only one pattern. 

Do you know already the look of the center? Are they dancing around a bonfire? Is the 

center orange, light, dark, bright white or assambled of eight exactly the same diamonds 

to achieve a kaleidoscope look? 

 

What ever your heart concluded, take it as a beginning and build up on that. 

 

My ildicobolds all have a green background that is arranged in a light to dark circle. The 

light is shining from one side, the other one is shady. To make it similar, find eight nicely 

green fabrics and arrange them. Fine! You've got your background. 

 

 

 
if red shoes fit, also red hats will  

 

The shirts or skirts should be a contrast to the green. When using eight different greens, find 

a fitting shirt to each color. Take the time it needs to clothe every single pixie so you both 

will be beaming. 

 

For the faces I used a quite skin-colored shade. It was part of a large scale flower print. It 

has itty bitty dots of green . . . But it should be okay for gnomes, they feel very well, thank 

you! 

Later you may add eyes etc with pencils or beads or embroidery. 

 

I started with the cobold blocks and fitted in the center later. The outer border of the 

center reflects the green meadow. The squares looked just fine and the inner center I sat in 

from the back. See also http://www.ildicolor.wordpress.com / "Sternenwirbel auf 

Farbsuche" 

 

This "painted"-sewn pictures are wonderful to follow your feeling and sacrifice principles. 

And if you like a motif in the center more than diamonds, then it's okay. Maybe the 

cobolds dance around an animal-motif?
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Apropos Motifs: 

While designing I thought of things that could fit. Watering cans, fishing rods, clotheslines .... 

? But everything that is manufactured will change the creatures of nature into good folk or 

garden gnomes. That's absolutly okay. But that will be a different impression and a 

different concept. The ildicobolds only got nature around. Stars, mushrooms, flowers, light 

and shadow . . . Ready to merge into the green. Your cobolds are more civilized and use 

garden hoe and shovel? Great! Find your own special concept.  

 

Since we put our pattern together like a mosaic, large scale prints should be used sensitive. 

Just decide yourself if it looks good with motif prints or huge flowers. Could go, could not. 

Printed motifs may overwhelm our eye with its organic patterns, so they are not allowed to 

steal our admittedly edged mosaic dwarfs the thunder! 

 

And now grap spirited some paper pieces, fabric, scissors and we will go on with . . . 

 

Step 3: lieseling This is quite easy. Diamonds and sqares are makeable. You just may need 

a bit of patience for the smaller pieces of the cobolds. Here some details:  

 

The pieces are marked. When basting the fabric to the paper piece the letters must be 

readable. So you will get the right shape and you can find its place in the template. 

 

Marking: The pixie pieces got a "p", the background pieces got "HG". Piece no "P 1 - 2" for 

instance has to be between HG 1 and HG 2, to make it easier, but I think I also might have 

called them Tim and Tom and Toni. 

 

Shirt, pixie piece "P 5 - 6": 

This is something special: a concave edge! But it works. First you fix the side edges and clip 

the lower seam. Fabric and Paper can not slip and you can cut in the seamallowance. 

 

 
hold edges, clip corners, cut seam allowance  
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Fix clips and start basting on this shoulder: 

 

 
 

 

This is the basted piece: 

 

 

 
 

Basted piece with concave edge. 

 

The other pieces are irregular and rather small, but can be lieseled as usual. Some more 

seams and the cobold is ready! Seven more, the center and assemble it. Voila! Ready! 

 

♥ ♥ ♥ 

 

Please be so kind to leave a comment in my blog if you use this tutorial. Thank you! I would 

be very very delighted to see your ildicobolds, maybe if shown on your blog. Or as email to 

ildicolor@ildico.de.  

And now have fun! Pixies shaking hands all around the world! Love it! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

c) Hilde Klatt 
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Template for the ildicobold - puzzle 

 

You can put down the paper pieces here before sewing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


